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The Jackal’s Host

By Zack Shiffman



Seth Nile turned off the television, interrupting The Exorcist. Marilyn was in the kitchen,

drinking her coffee and reading on her laptop.

He stole a glance in the mirror. His hair was a dark brown, and limp and curly. His skin

was naturally a light tan, being of Egyptian blood just like Marilyn, and he had gentle features,

except for his eyes, which he had been told on multiple occasions were “fierce,” though he

never saw how.

“Be home by five, honey,” Seth called mundanely. Marilyn replied with a sleepy

thumbs-up. Seth adjusted his belt and left his home, prepared to ensure yet another numbing

day.



__________ 



Seth unloaded the crates onto the truck. He chewed a cigarette softly. It wasn’t lit, and

he made sure not to swallow any of the tobacco. He was trying to quit, but he needed

something in his mouth. His wife Marilyn suggested toothpicks or sunflower seeds, but Seth

couldn’t get the satisfaction and only craved cigarettes more.

He was in a grimy warehouse. He and his coworker Jeff were packing some old supplies

into the moving truck; their company was switching locations, and of course Seth was stuck with

the glamorous job of packing their suitcases.

Why were they moving? Seth didn’t know the specifics. He wasn’t in that loop. But he did

know they needed more room; supply and demand and all that.

Suddenly the room grew hot, like a sauna. Seth felt beads of sweat collect on his

forehead.

“Is it hot in here?” Seth gasped out, loosening his strangling tie.

Jeff frowned. “Not really. Why?”

Seth felt like he was in the Sahara. “I’m hot.”

“Well, go shirtless if you have to, Seth, but give me a second to shield my eyes,” Jeff

replied.

“Bite me,” Seth shot back. His entire body was covered in sweat at this point, and his

clothes choked him. He felt like he was melting.

He began swaying; he felt lightheaded, and he wasn’t far from fainting.

“Woah, Seth, are you okay?” Jeff asked. Seth turned to look at his friend, but what he

saw instead caused him to scream and fall onto his back.

Jeff’s body was normal. But his head had transformed into the stuff of horror movies.

He was a snarling black dog, or a jackal of some kind. Its eyes glowed red. His teeth

were yellowed and sharp. The thing barked and growled, staring down Seth in utter contempt.

Seth whimpered and raised his hand in futile defense.

“Seth,” The thing spoke, but it wasn’t Jeff’s voice. It was deep and raspy, like it had been

around for centuries.



Seth shrieked and sprinted as fast as he could out of the warehouse, to his car. He

unlocked the door and jammed the key into the ignition. His foot pounded the gas pedal and he

sped away.



__________ 



Marilyn was instantly curious as to why Seth had left work early.

“It’s… it’s complicated,” Seth muttered, passing her, the events of the warehouse darting

through his mind.

What had that been? A mental breakdown? Or had he actually seen… a monster?

Seth splashed cool water on his still-hot face. He took the next day off, trying to gather

his bearings.

It was as if his normal body temperature had risen ten degrees, and no matter how much

he fanned himself or what he wore he was always hot.

“Honey, maybe you should go to the doctor,” Marilyn said the next day, worried.

Seth hated the doctor, ever since a misdiagnosis had almost caused him to get the

wrong medication in his junior year of high school. That was closest he’s ever come to a

near-death experience in his life. He couldn’t deny something was wrong, though.

He stopped for gas on the way to his appointment. As he filled the tank, a car pulled up

next to his and a few young guys climbed out. They were laughing at something on a phone.

One of the young men checked his wallet, then the gas price, and winced. He turned to

his friends; they both shook their heads.

Seth finished filling the tank up with fresh gas and was about to leave when the young

man stopped him with a smile.

“Hey mister,” the guy said. Seth was feverish; his vision was blurred, and he saw

doubles for a second.

“What?” Seth replied. He wasn’t usually rude, but at this point he needed to get to the

doctor.

“Can I borrow some money for gas? I’d really appreciate it.”

Seth checked his wallet; he was dead out of cash, and he didn’t feel comfortable using

his credit card. These guys looked like college-campus, mischievous kids, and he knew how

they could be. He was one until he got married.

“I’m sorry, I’m out,” Seth murmured, opening the car door.

Unexpectedly, the college guy shut it before Seth could react. “C’mon, man. Help a

brother out. We’ve gotta get to this party, and-”

“Look, I can’t help you. I’m sorry. Now if you’ll excuse me, I have to get to-”

“Dude, come on! You can’t spare a few bucks?”

Seth’s vision was growing blurrier and blurrier. He gripped the car for balance. He

opened his mouth to respond, but he didn’t remember what he said next. He didn’t remember

anything until he woke up, lying on the damp pavement. His vision was clear.

His hands felt sticky. Seth sat up and looked at them, and his stomach dropped when he

realized they were covered in something red.

Blood.

Seth looked around, and was horrified at what he saw.



The three college kids were strung around him, ripped apart like a wolf had arrived. Ribs

protruded from their chests, throats smashed and torn apart. Their pale, dead eyes stared at

Seth. He looked down at the rest of him, and his throat caught when he realized there was

blood all over him.

“I ripped them apart.”

Seth stood up. His knees shook, and his legs were aching.

“Dear lord,” a voice echoed from Seth’s right. He turned; an old man with a Dodgers cap

and overalls was staring in absolute abhor at the bodies of the kids and Seth’s blood-splattered

frame.

“It’s not…” Seth’s weak words died in his mouth. It was exactly what it looked like.

The old man hobbled away, pulling out his phone.

Fueled by panic and adrenaline, Seth staggered into the gas station shop. The clerk

stared at him in utter shock and fear.

“Get out,” Seth said. The man shouldered out the door and sprinted away.

Sirens wailed in the distance.

Seth, absolutely panicked and confused beyond compare, washed the blood off his

hands. He couldn’t stand to feel the stickiness on his hands any longer. He splashed some of

the cold sink water onto his face and didn’t bother drying it.

The sirens grew louder.

Seth sunk to the ground. He felt tears race down his cheeks. It was over for him. The

police would arrest him; he had no defense. He couldn’t even remember what happened.

He thought of Marilyn and his heart hurt even more. Just a couple weeks ago they had

been discussing having their first baby. Now… everything had fallen apart in a matter of minutes

he couldn’t even recollect.

An officer entered the room and aimed his gun at Seth. “Don’t move!”

Seth put his hands up in numbed submission. The officer cuffed him and began leading

him to the squad car. His nose wrinkled in disgust as he passed the dismembered shredded

corpses.

“Man, you’re a real sicko, you know that?” The cop muttered.

Seth didn’t answer. He was scared and shaking and confused, but he knew his rights.

He didn’t have to respond.

I can save you

Seth startled. What was that? He looked at the cop, but it seemed only he had heard the

strange voice. The familiar voice.

Where had he heard that before?

Seth was put in the back of the car. The door slammed with finality.

The cop, Officer Matthews (as indicated by his nametag), buckled up and read Seth his

rights before starting the engine.

You’re one

Seth stiffened. It was the same voice that had come out of the hellhound in the

warehouse!

I can save you

Say yes or no



Seth shut his eyes tight. Was he going insane? Was this a hallucination? Or something

real?

If it wasn’t his imagination, Seth couldn’t trust it. However, his childhood instinct of not

getting caught was starting to take over, and as the car began pulling away he made a

desperate move.

“Yes,” he whispered.

At first, nothing happened. Officer Matthews continued driving down the highway,

another squad car speeding behind them.

Then, something in the officer’s face… changed. What used to be a seemingly

permanent scowl morphed into a look of utter indifference. His eyes glazed over.

Matthews drove off the main highway and parked in the lot of a 7/11.

Seth heard the radio crackle to life. “Matthews? What the hell are you doing? We gotta

take Hannibal to the precinct!”

Matthews reached up and disconnected his communicator. The second squad car pulled

up, and another cop got out. His tag read Officer Green.

“Matthews!” Green shouted. “What the hell?”

Matthews stepped out of the car and unhooked his firearm from his belt. He turned off

the safety with a bone-chilling click and fired at his fellow officer.

Green was thrown backwards. Blood splattered all over his uniform, and unlike Seth, it

wasn’t someone else’s.

Seth’s ears rang; despite being locked in the car, the gunshot had penetrated his

earlobe like a juggernaut.

Matthews turned back to Seth, gun smoking. He walked slowly to the squad car and

opened the door. Sunlight streamed in, hitting Seth squarely in the face.

Matthews grabbed Seth roughly by the collar and pulled him out. Seth fell to the

pavement, scraping his knee in the process.

Seth made eye contact with the officer; and immediately wished he hadn’t.

Matthews’ whites of the eyes were a bright red. His pupils were gone. His irises were just

a deeper shade of red.

Seth was trembling. “Who are you?”

The thing possessing Matthews smiled faintly. “You’re one, Seth.”

Then, in one swift motion, Matthews raised the gun, stuck it in his mouth, and pulled the

trigger.

BANG!

Seth covered his face with his hands as he heard the body collapse to the floor.

When he finally calmed down a bit, Seth dared to lower his hands. Matthews’ corpse

was laying in front of him, dark red blood pooling around his head, gun smoking in his hand.

Seth noticed something; surrounding Officer Matthews’ body was a circle of sand,

perfectly arranged.

“What the…”

Cautiously, Seth poked the sand with his foot. Nothing abnormal; it was just sand. But

how did it get there? And how was it poured so precisely around Matthews?

“The cops,” thought Seth, “they’ll be here again soon.”



Seth got up on wobbly knees and scooped up a fistful of the sand. He shoved it into his

pocket and staggered away from the two dead officers.



__________ 



When he got home, Seth told Marilyn everything.

From Jeff’s distorted jackal-face at work to the red eyes of Officer Matthews, he spilled

every detail. He tried to stay calm, but when he reached the part of the blackout his voice broke

and he began sobbing uncontrollably.

Marilyn wasn’t sure how to react to this information. How could she? Her husband had

come home with a high temperature, and now he was a witness to five deaths; three of which

he could be directly responsible for.

Not knowing what to say, she hugged him tightly. “We’ll figure this out. We’ll get help.”

They sat on the leather couch for a minute, hugging each other, not saying anything.

Seth heard the crunch of the sand in his pocket, and was struck with an idea. He pulled

away and exclaimed, “Dylan!”

“Dylan?” Marilyn replied, confused.

Dylan Sparrow was Marilyn’s third-cousin. Seth had met him once, at their wedding; he

had been surprised to learn that Dylan was a professional psychic.

“Seth, he’s a fake, like all of them,” Marilyn said soothingly. “He can’t help you.”

“No, I thought you said he was real?” Seth recalled a conversation he and Marilyn had

after the wedding about Dylan. She had explained how he did have slight precognitive and

otherworldly qualities since birth.

Mostly he performed small tricks to rake in cash in a small-time show in Minnesota.

Whether or not he actually had powers or if it was all smoke and mirrors though, Seth never

found out.

“I did, and it is possible he does,” said Marilyn. “Dylan’s had a bunch of weird things

happen in his life; one time he recited every detail of a dream I had. When he was twelve he

started talking in fluent Arabic for an hour.”

“Arabic?” repeated Seth.

She nodded, pushing her hair back. “Grandma thinks he inherited some gypsy abilities

from his ancestors or something. But Seth, Dylan liked playing pranks and messing with people,

and all of these things can be explained in one way or another. I don’t think Dylan can help

whatever is happening to you.”

Seth slumped over. “We have to do something.”

He noticed Marilyn had a weird look on her face. “What?”

Marilyn was staring at his hair. Seth darted to a mirror and was dumbfounded at what he

saw.

His normally chocolate-brown hair was now a dark red.

“A demon turned me ginger?”

“Yeah,” Marilyn said, her eyes still transfixed on Seth’s new hair. “I’ll call him. Worth a

shot.”



__________ 



Dylan Sparrow’s house was only a few hours’ drive. Marilyn drove while Seth checked

the news. An old Nike hat concealed his new hair. The gas station and cop deaths were in the

headlines, but Seth wasn’t featured as a suspect at all. Law enforcement was still looking for

leads. Whoever- or whatever- he was being haunted by really came through.

As horrible as this all was, there was that tiny, malicious part of Seth that felt the

exhilaration of it all. Something was happening. All those years of high school and college he

trudged through just to get stuck with a low-paying and boring job in some broke company, he

couldn’t remember how many times he wished something out of the box, something different, to

fall into his lap. And here it was.

Of course, it was just Seth’s luck it happened to be a red-eyed jackal demon.

Seth recalled what the voice had said to him before possessing Officer Matthews. You’re

one. What did that mean?

After what seemed like forever, Marilyn pulled the car up to a ramshackled building. The

couple stepped out and walked to the entrance together.

A man met them at the door before they could knock. Seth recognized him vaguely.

“Cous!” he cried, before throwing his arms around Marilyn.

“Hey, Dylan,” Marilyn said, hugging back reluctantly. Seth shifted his weight awkwardly.

When he finished, Dylan Sparrow turned to Seth and exclaimed, “dude!” before hugging

him as well.

Dylan was wiry and pale, but he carried himself with a kind of muddled confidence.

When all hugging had ceased, they went inside. The inside of the house was much like

it’s owner; disoriented, disorganized, yet friendly.

“So what’s your thing? Ghost? Poltergeist?” Sparrow asked.

“Ghosts and poltergeists don’t exist,” Seth said, but the instant the words left his mouth

he found himself wondering if they were true.

“Maybe. Maybe not. Doesn’t mean you can’t be haunted by ’em,” Sparrow replied,

plopping down on a Cheeto-covered couch.

“Should I tell him everything?” Seth wondered. He may have committed a serious felony,

demon or no, and his hands were red. If Sparrow ratted him out…

He looked to Marilyn, who nodded in assurance.

Seth took a deep breath and prepared for his leap of faith. “Okay, Dylan, look…”

It was difficult to talk about twice, but this time Seth got through. It was so preposterous

being put into words that he almost didn’t believe it himself.

Sparrow seemed put off by the whole thing, but his suspension of disbelief hadn’t

shattered yet. When Seth finished, Sparrow’s only comment was, “huh.”

“Huh?” Marilyn repeated. “That’s it?”

“I’m trying to process this,” Sparrow said, squinting.

A millisecond later Marilyn’s cousin slapped the coffee table, making Seth and Marilyn

jump.

“It’s a god!” proclaimed Sparrow.

“What?” Seth spat.

“A god!” Sparrow repeated. “Trust me, I know. Only gods are powerful enough to

possess someone.”



“Possession? That’s… crazy,” Marilyn said, though she sounded unsure.

“Yeah, it’s definitely unusual. Especially if we’re talking about gods.”

“Gods? Hold on, I thought… um, I thought demons did that. Possess people, I mean,”

Seth said.

“Well, some did. The strong ones. Most of the cases of demonic possession were frauds;

the ones that were real made the headlines, and the demons were all exorcised. If there are any

left, which there might be, I don’t know about it. But demonic possession is messy. Body

contortions, pea soup, the whole nine yards, man. You said this cop’s eyes just turned red and

he blew away his partner? Yeah. Only a god could do that.”

“God exists? Like, God? The Almighty Himself?”

Sparrow scoffed. “That, my friend, is below my pay grade. I have no freakin’ idea if God

exists. But I do know gods exist. As in, plural.”

“Gods? What gods?”

“All kinds,” Sparrow said, excitement gleaming in his eyes. “Greek, Egyptian, Norse,

Babylonian. Any and all cultures have’em.”

“And you’ve seen them?” Marilyn said.

“Well, no,” Sparrow laughed. “They’re gods. They don’t exactly go out for morning

coffees. No, gods are... reclusive, I guess. They hibernate. Like, forever.”

“Then why is one after me?” Seth asked, his voice strained.

“There’s only one reason gods come out,” Sparrow said, “if they’ve found… um…”

“What?” Marilyn asked, urging her cousin to finish.

“Well, you won’t like it. And keep in mind I could be wrong about all of this. My psychic

powers are dull, and I’ve barely scraped the top of the celestial pudding.”

“I don’t… I don’t know what that means, Dylan.”

He smirked. “I’m an amatur. But if this is a god, and they’re ‘after you,’ then it’s because

you’re a host.”

“A host?” repeated Seth.

Sparrow nodded.

“What does that mean, a ‘host?’” Marilyn said.

“I don’t know entirely, cous. Basically, gods can’t take form without us; people to possess

and use to their gain.”

“Why me? Why’s this god or whatever hounding me?”

“Well, that depends on which god. I’ve got a good idea of who it is, but I wanna be sure.

Now, can I see that sand in your pocket?”

Seth startled. He hadn’t told Sparrow about the sand yet. Unsettled, he reached into his

pants and took out the small pouch he had dumped the sand into before leaving.

Sparrow opened the velvet bag and poured the sand out onto the table. He spread it out

with his hands and shut his eyes tightly.

“Are you doing your psychic stuff?” Seth asked.

“Yes, and I’ll be done quicker if you shut your Venus flytrap,” Sparrow replied.

Seth and Marilyn sat down, holding hands and drinking the Kool-Aids Sparrow had

provided them with.



“This is absolutely insane,” Seth thought. “Gods? Seriously? And one of them wants to

possess me? Why?”

Sparrow stood up abruptly. “You said you saw a jackal-head on your buddy? And red

eyes on the cop?”

Seth nodded.

“And you’ve felt hotter than usual?”

Seth nodded again. In fact, he still did feel hot, but now he knew this probably wasn’t

something a check-up would fix. And after what happened last time, he wasn’t sure he wanted

to play those cards again.

Sparrow dropped his fistfuls of sand. Some spilled on the floor, but the psychic either

didn’t notice or didn’t care.

“I know what god this is. At least, I think I do,” Sparrow said.

“Okay. Who- or, um, what?” Marilyn asked. Seth could tell she was still trying to wrap her

head around everything. It must be harder for her to believe, Seth pondered, since she hadn’t

seen anything supernatural like him and Sparrow. She was going off of both their words that

there was more in this world than flesh and plants, and that couldn’t be easy.

“Set,” said Sparrow.

Seth and Marilyn stood across from him, arms crossed, blank-faced.

Sparrow looked at them both expectantly.

“Am I supposed to know who that is?” Seth said.

Sparrow rolled his eyes in disgust. “I’d freakin’ hope so! You’re both of Egyptian descent,

right?”

Seth nodded. He and Marilyn had met in college in a class about Egyptian history. Seth

actually did remember something about a god named Set, but not much else. It was so long

ago; his memories of college had been pushed deep into his brain by work and daily life,

unfortunately.

“Set is an Egyptian god,” Sparrow began, “he’s like the Lucifer of Egyptian mythology.

Tried to overthrow Osiris and Horus, a real jerk. He’s the god of deserts, which explains the

sand. His primary color is red, and redheads were thought to be his flunkies. In Egyptian lore

he’s seen as a dude with a black jackal head. If I’m right, and I think I am, then Set is after you,

man.”

Seth blinked.

“You’re kidding me, right?” Marilyn said, failing to hold back a laugh.

“You think I’m wrong?” Sparrow said.

“I think that to think an Egyptian god is haunting my husband and trying to possess him

is ridiculous, Dylan!”

Seth cut in. “Maybe we should hear him out, Mary.”

“Seriously?” exclaimed Marilyn.

Sparrow shot up like a rocket. “Look, I know you’ve always been the Scully of the room,

but guess what? Mulder was right, like, every episode. So back off, cous. Now, Seth, has he

said anything to you? Set?”



Marilyn stewed, and Seth reluctantly answered, “um, yeah. He said, ‘you’re one’ a few

times, and he offered to save me, back at the 7/11. I said yes, and then he… did those things.

To the cops.”

Sparrow winced. “You shouldn’t have done that. Now he’s closer.”

“Closer? Closer to what?”

“Possessing you, man.”

Seth’s stomach dropped. “But-”

“Okay, listen. You two stay the night. We’ll talk more tomorrow, promise. Set up the

couch as a bed, if you want. If you decide to, um, have fun, please be quiet about it. Don’t wake

me up. Now, goodnight. We’ll figure this out tomorrow.”

The sudden detachment from the conversation startled Seth. “What- wait… Dylan, it’s

8pm!”

“I go to sleep early so I can get more dreams. Never know when one is a prophecy. Now

goodnight!”



____________ 



Of course neither Seth nor Marilyn could fall asleep.

“You think he’s crazy,” Seth observed, keeping his voice a low whisper.

Marilyn laughed humorlessly. “Honey, I know I wasn’t there, I didn’t see anything. But

come on- Set? The Egyptian deity of evil? It makes no sense- where has he been? If he could

possess that cop so easily, why hasn’t he done the same to you yet? Why does he even want

you specifically?”

“I don’t know,” Seth admitted, “but maybe Dylan does. Look, maybe I’m just going crazy

with the voices, but those kids, those cops, the sand… Mary, it’s all real. Something is

happening here, and no matter how insane, this is the only explanation we’ve got so far!”

Marilyn’s eyes were a cluster of emotions; first fear, then disbelief, and finally a grim

acceptance.

Seth rubbed the back of his head. “Come on, let’s go to sleep. Hopefully things will be

better tomorrow.”

Hesitantly, Seth and Marilyn drifted off to sleep.

Seth didn’t dream in the traditional sense. But he did hear it again as he slumbered,

ricocheting around his mindscape. The voice. Set.

You’re one

In the dream Seth talked in a muffled voice, like he was talking underwater. He said, “a

host, right? You’re going to possess me?”

No response from the god.

“Why me? And what are you going to do once you’ve got me?”

A beat passed, and then the hellish voice answered.

Anything I want

Seth gasped awake, his whole body tingling like he was covered in bees. He sat up;

Marilyn was snoring away on the other side.

Pushing stray hairs out of his eyes, Seth got up. His knees were stiff and creaking. He

was getting old; no doubt he wasn’t the spry young guy he used to be, before meeting Marilyn,
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